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Dear Mr. Aldcroft,

Thank you for accepting our manuscript “Volume Tracking: A new method for quantitative assessment and visualization of intracardiac blood flow from three-dimensional, time-resolved, three-component magnetic resonance velocity mapping”, manuscript ID 1752040677481393, for publication in BMC Medical Imaging.

We have carefully proofread the manuscript and corrected some minor typographical errors. Additionally, the following changes have been made:

- All highlighting and tracking has been removed and all text is now displayed in black throughout the manuscript.
- On page 6, last paragraph, the sentence “In this example, …” has been changed to “In the visualizations of left ventricular flow, …”.
- For Table 3 we suggest that only Observer 1 should be presented in the main manuscript and that the full table should be presented as an additional file. The resubmitted manuscript is formatted accordingly.
- Figures 1, 2, 4 and 5 have been reformatted to better fit the figure preparation guidelines for BMC Medical Imaging.
- The animations have been reencoded in a new video format for better compatibility.

Sincerely,

Einar Heiberg